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Preparing a submission for blinded review

All submissions will be reviewed in a blinded fashion with the reviewers not being made aware of the identities of the authors. To facilitate this, please submit a single title page as a separate document. The rest of the document, namely the main text, figures, tables, etc should not contain any author information in the document text or metadata.

Title Page

The title page needs to be submitted as a separate document and should contain the full title of the submission, full names of all the authors with their affiliations along with a short title, word count (including all sections), disclosure statement with name, address and email address of the corresponding author.


All authors must disclose any financial and personal relationships with other people or organizations that could inappropriately influence (bias) their work. Examples of potential competing interests include employment, consultancies, stock ownership, honoraria, paid expert testimony, patent applications Registrations, and grants or other funding.

Main text

The main text needs to be submitted as a separate document. The abbreviations used should be limited to common terms and expanded at their first mention. References, tables and figures should be cited in numerical order of their occurrence. Authors whose native language is not English are strongly advised to obtain language / grammatical assistance with writing. Authors may use the language editing services provided by Elsevier (https://webshop.elsevier.com/language-editing-services/language-editing/).

Figure and tables

Each figure should be submitted as a separate image file in tiff or jpg format. Images should be of good quality and with a resolution of at least 300 dpi.

References

References should be cited in the text with superscript Arabic numerals. In the Reference section, they should be listed in the order in which they appear in the text. Only published material should be references and each reference should ideally have a linked DOI. The references should be formatted using the AMA format as in the following examples.


Each reference should list up to 6 authors and if more, then et al should be added after listing the first 3 authors. The number of references should be limited to as per the manuscript category (see below).

Highlights
Highlights are optional yet highly encouraged for this journal, as they increase the discoverability of your article via search engines. They consist of a short collection of bullet points that capture the novel results of your research as well as new methods that were used during the study (if any). Please have a look at the examples here: (https://www.elsevier.com/authors/journal-authors/highlights).

You can also add a tweet message in the same file after the highlight points. This should be a single line not exceeding 250 characters that provides a succinct summary of the study results. This may be used to announce the article on Twitter when it is published.

**Manuscript Categories**

**Original Research Article**

The number of words in the main manuscript (including abstract, main text and references) should not exceed 5000 words. A combined total of 8 figures and tables and up to 30 references are allowed. The text should be organized with the following headings: Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion and Conclusion and any subheadings as required. A structured abstract should be provided with less than 250 words and should have the following sections: Introduction, Methods, Results and Conclusion.

**Review Article**

Review articles should not exceed 6000 words and 50 references. An unstructured abstract less than 250 words should be included. In general review articles are invited by the editors of the journal. Unsolicited submissions will be considered, but the authors are expected to be acknowledged experts in the topic of the review article with substantial research publications or clinical work related to it.

**Case Report**

Reports of single cases or a small series of cases are limited to 2500 words, up to 4 figures and 10 references. Number of authors should be 4 or less. An unstructured abstract less than 250 words should be included. Case reports should have substantial learning value by illustrating a new idea, novel treatment or new complication of an existing therapy.

**Images**

Submissions to the Images section should be based around one or two key figures which clearly convey a clinical or scientific message. Text should be brief, not exceeding 450 words. Number of authors is limited to 4 and references to 5. Videos or animations may be submitted as supplementary material and will be made available online. No abstract is required.

**EP / Device Rounds**

One to three images related to electrophysiology or device implants may be presented in the form of a clinical challenge. The text should begin with a `Case? section where the clinical scenario is described, and question framed. The image(s) linked to the case description should be of good quality and have minimal labeling to guide the reader towards the diagnosis. The `Discussion? section should discuss the findings and the interpretation, highlighting the teaching points. The number of references should be limited to 5.

**Letter to the Editor**

Brief communication, not exceeding 400 words, related to an article published in the journal in the previous three months may be sent as a letter to the Editor. This should have at most 5 references and will be reviewed by the editors. If accepted for publication, the letter may be sent to the authors who will be provided an opportunity to respond to the letter. The letter and the author?s response, if any, will usually be published online only.
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